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      Our region - Kujawy

Poland is divided into many regions. We live in a region called Kujawy therefore 
we often learn about our local traditions like dance, songs or symbols. What is 

more, you can find many workshops in our main library or in Torun for 
example in a gingerbread museum. To make it even more interesting we have 

many quizzes concerning our town and the region. 
Our school library also takes care of our regional traditions by organising many 

exhibitions and meetings devoted to local customs, sometimes we even 
cooperate with public libraries. 
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Auskaukalis

During library club, students visited archeological exhibition called Askaukalis. 
It was devoted to archeological inventions that can be found in Inowrocław and in 

its nearby area. Their guide was actually a mother of our pupil that is a 
professional archeologist. 
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“Goat”

Our students with their Polish teacher prepared a small performance for 
younger pupils of a traditional custom celebrated in Kujawy region. It is always 
on the last day of Carnival (Tuesday before Ash Wednesday) and it is called Koza 

(goat in English). Lessons like that can be not only a great example of 
celebrating local customs but also a good lesson of cooperation between  

students, teachers and parents.
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National Flag Day

The 2nd of May - the celebration of Polish flag. The students sent photos of 
white and red flag, created of books, blocks and any other things they came 

across. Moreover, they even wear in white and red clothes as a symbol of Polish 
flag. They are very creative as you can see.
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Independence Day

Every year on the 11th of November we celebrate The Independence Day. That is 
why our students prepare a small performance just to remind of that important 

event to Poland. They usually do it in two ways - one for smaller pupils and 
another for the older ones because we want it to be understood for each pupil. 

Moreover, we learn national songs and later we sing them together.
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Independence Day

Although we work online we always maintain our tradition of singing our 
national anthem together because of such an important event to every Polish 

man. Moreover, we sing it at 11.11 sharp as a 
symbol of a date of Independence Day (11th November)

https://www.facebook.com/197446683611494/videos/380644849709129/

https://www.facebook.com/197446683611494/videos/380644849709129/
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Independence Day

Our students also dress up as the most famous people who aspired to create 
independent Polish country like Józef Piłsudski, Ignacy Jan Paderewski (Polish 

composer)
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Christmas balls factory

Our youngest pupils visited local workshops where they could get to know how to 
make Christmas ornaments using old traditional methods. Children learnt

 how to make glass balls and decorate them using many different techniques.
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Interesting people

It is our tradition to invite interesting guests to our school who share their 
passions with our students. They often tell many fascinating stories about 
Inowrocław and its area. So far we could meet mrs Lidka - a librarian and 

an Inowrocław tourist guide. Next one was mrs Dorota - an archeologist and 
animator of local culture. The last one was mr Paweł - an artist who paints the 

landscape of Kujawy using different art techniques. 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION :-) 


